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Club SLO Brew had no issues with over capacity over Mardi Gras. Many local clubs have taken 
extra precautions with following head counts because of recent national events.
By Steve Hill
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Two incidents in the past month 
at nightclubs in the Midwest and 
on the East Coast that resulted in 
the combined deaths 119 of people 
have alerted the collective con­
scious of bar patrons nationwide. 
But what is being done locally to 
prevent stampedes like the one in 
Chicago and rapidly spreading fires 
such as the one that occurred in
Rhixlc Island?
“We started watching very, very 
closely the activities that go on 
here,” said Tom Maupin, owner of 
Tortilla Flats restaurant, which dou­
bles as a nightclub. “What we’ve 
done is just started to take a more 
cautious attitude to the operation.”
Tortilla Flats has a maximum 
(xcupancy of about 200 people.
“We also are starting to watch 
the head counts extremely closely 
so that we don’t have overcrowd­
ing,” Maupin said. “We’re putting 
additional security people on so 
that if there is a problem, we do 
have the capability to handle it and 
direct people out properly.”
In lieu of the past weekend’s 
Mardi Gras festivities, fire inspec­
tion teams hit the bars in full force, 
said John Madden, fire inspector 
and investigator for the San Luis 
Obispo City Fire Department.
see CLUBS, page 2
Workshop allows 
women to share
By Laura Newman
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
On her way to middle school 
English class, a few people snicker 
and her best friend whispers some­
thing in her ear. She has been 
informed there is a noticeable red 
stain on the back of her white hip- 
huggers. In horror, she runs to the 
girls’ bathroom and examines her­
self in the mirror.
She just got her first period.
Some women may be embar­
rassed, disgusted or even offended 
by this illustration. Those are 
exactly the negative attitudes 
toward menses that liberal studies 
senior Maikaaloa Clarke is working 
to change through her senior pro­
ject, “Red Moon.”
“Red Moon” is a series of two 
Women’s Cycle Workshops for girls 
and women that Clarke has helped 
to organize locally. The workshops 
provide a compassionate and safe 
environment for women of differ­
ent ages to share and celebrate 
their experiences with menses 
while creating empowering models 
of womanhood, Clarke said.
“The workshop will identify and 
address negative attitudes (toward 
menses) that don’t serve us as 
women,” Clarke said. “Through 
discussion, activities and presenta­
tion, the girls and women can sup­
port and empower each other.”
Clarke became inspired to orga­
nize a Red Moon workshop in San 
Luis Obispo for her senior project 
after losing a loved one.
“I wanted to give something 
back to the community," Clarke
said. “(Organizing Red Moon) was 
part of my grieving process after 
overcoming personal tragedy. It 
took the focus off me and put the 
focus on serving the community 
and making something out of my 
grief.”
Clarke is handling the fund-rais­
ing for Red Moon, as well as publi­
cizing the event. Her goal is to raise 
enough money to allow all of the 
girls to attend for free, with women 
paying from nothing to $60 accord­
ing to their perceived need.
Founder DeAnna L’am will facil­
itate the Red Moon workshops.
L’am has been working national­
ly and internationally in the fields 
of conflict resolution and commu­
nity building since 1980. She began 
Red Moon in 1992 to bridge the 
splintered generations of women.
“W hen I began working with 
women’s groups, 1 found that they 
didn’t talk about their periods,” 
L’am said. “There was a silence 
about it. I wanted to bridge over 
the differences of women and girls.”
Emphasizing ceremony and ritu­
al, L’am will lead the group in sto­
ries and discussions that celebrate 
the stage at which each woman is 
at in her life.
“(Women) are not linear, they 
are cyclical,” L’am said. “We want 
to celebrate ourselves as women in 
all shapes, sizes and colors that 
have periods and are cyclical.”
Clarke met L’am and first learned 
about the “Red Moon” workshops 
while living in Sonoma County. 
Clarke took a yearlong class in
see MOON, page 2
PSA organizes downtown protest
By Dale Quinn
M U STANG  DAILY STAFF WRITER
Cal Poly students will gather on Sequoia 
Lawn Saturday, make peace signs, head down­
town and join community members in the 
protest of military action in Iraq.
Cal Poly’s Progressive Student A lliance 
(PSA ) organized the event with the local 
group Passion for Peace (PFP). W hile the PSA 
has supported activities organized by the PFP 
in the past, this time the PSA was the princi­
pal coordinator.
Bringing students and community members 
together sets this protest apart from previous 
ones. The idea is to peacefully communicate 
perspectives about the consequences of war in 
Iraq, said social sciences junior and PSA co­
director Clayton W hitt.
“This protest is designed to be inclusive and 
non-confrontational,” W hitt said. “It’s about 
sharing ideas with our community and having 
them share theirs with us.”
Protesters will march from Mitchell Park at 
12:15 p.m., walk through downtown and then 
return to the park for speeches and musical acts.
“This protest is designed to be 
inclusive and nomconfrontational. 
It's about sharing ideas with our 
community and having them share 
theirs with us."
Clayton Whitt
PSA co-director
In an effort to increase student activity, the 
PSA also organized a “feeder march” that will 
begin at 11 a.m. on Sequoia Lawn at Cal Poly 
then meet up with community members down­
town, said computer science graduate student 
and march organizer Foaad Khosmood. With 
the approval of Housing and Residential Life, 
the PSA designed and distributed flyers 
throughout the dorms to inform those living 
on campus about the protest.
The last protest in San Luis Obispo attract-
see PROTEST, page 2
Ocean view comes to U.U.
m a t t w e c h t e r / m u sta n g  daily
Mike Larson, art and design senior, displays photographs of surf and ocean 
related topics in the University Union art gallery.
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continued from page 1
ed 1,800 people, W hitt said. 
Directing that many people through 
town in an orderly method presents 
some challenges. A permit to walk 
through town was unnecessary 
because protesters will use only 
sidewalks. Even so, local authorities 
have been notified of the protest.
“Legally, we’re a large group of
pedestrians on the sidewalks hold­
ing signs,” W hitt said.
W hen coordinating an event 
that deals with such a controversial 
issue, the volunteers directing the 
marchers need to be preftared to 
deal with those who express dissent­
ing viewpoints.
“W e’ve always had two or three 
counter-demonstrators show up to 
every event,” Khosmood said. “But 
for the most part, they are very 
peaceful and cordial and we’ve 
never had a confrontation with
them thus far. They know that we 
are exercising our First Amendment 
rights to free speech.”
W hitt agreed that there has been 
little animosity shown toward those 
protesting the possibility of war in 
Iraq.
“Locals here are receptive, gener­
ally, or they may be indifferent,” 
W hitt said. “But outright hostility is 
not present.”
One request organizers make of 
those who monitor and direct the 
marchers is that they do not
respond to any verbal attacks, both 
W hitt and Khosmood said.
The PSA also coordinated with 
local police departments to insure 
local authorities stay informed of 
the events in town.
“(The San Luis Obispo Police 
Department) is always informed 
when we do the publicity for these 
events,” Khosmood said. 
“Sometimes they send a few officers 
to make sure things don’t get out of 
control. They’ve been extremely 
satisfied as to our conduct so far.”
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“We have in the city a bar check 
policy,” Madden said. “All owners of 
clubs know what their occupant load 
is, and they have a dtxDrman at the 
door on busy nights. When we come 
by to do bar checks, we ask the door­
man what his occupant load is, and it 
should be within or right at what his 
occupant load is posted as.”
Overcrowded clubs will receive a 
misdemeanor citation, which necessi­
tates an appearance in court. Madden
said.
“It helps the club owners, too, that 
we’re there making sure people aren’t 
just pushing through the door to try 
and get in,” Madden said.
On Saturday night of Mardi Gras 
weekend, four clubs were given warn­
ings about their occupant levels. 
Madden said. After revisiting these 
four clubs Sunday, only one, 
McCarthy’s Irish Pub, was issued a 
citation.
“We don’t get out and do bar checks 
as often as we should,” Madden said. 
“Obviously, with what happened in 
Chicago and Rhode Island, it has 
brought everyone’s awareness level
up.
Mike Callavin, the night manager 
at Club SLO Brew, said people should 
lot)k at the differences between clubs 
in San Luis Obispo and those that 
were involved in the recent incidents.
He noted, for example, that the fire 
exits in the Chicago club had been 
chained shut and that pepper spray 
was used to disperse a fight.
“None of that applies to SLO Brew, 
and none of that applies to probably 
any club in San Luis Obispo,” 
Callavin said.
SLO Brew, which holds about 425 
people, was visited several times by 
Madden over the weekend, with no
MOON
continued from page 1
Earth Based Spirituality that L’am 
was facilitating.
Earth Based Spirituality is based 
on a Celtic tradition that cele­
brates growth, life and the seasons.
L’am said.
“In ‘Red Moon,’ we celebrate the 
seasons of our bodies,” L’am said.
Clarke said although “Red 
Moon” addresses spirituality, it isn’t 
proposing a specific faith.
Cal Poly’s Women’s Community 
Center and Women’s Programs are 
aiding Clarke with promotion.
“The issue of young girls becom-
ing women is something that res­
onates with the Women’s Center,” 
Assistant Director of Student Life 
and Leadership Pat Harris said. 
“Th is is a natural program for the 
Women’s Center to support.”
The “Red Moon” workshops will 
occur April 5 and 6 at the Veranda 
Café. For information and registra­
tion, call Clarke at 927-1917.
Coming up this week
*Race to Awareness - There will be a fun 
run ancJ health and fitness fair in the 
University Union on Saturday. Registration 
for the race begins at 7:30 a.m.
*Polka Party - The Central Coast Polka 
Society will host this event at the Veterans 
Hall on Grand Avenue Saturday from 5:30 
to 7 p.m. for singles, couples, and beginners 
of all ages. Instruction will be provided. 
^"Dissent in the New Age of U.S. Empire: 
The Constitution Under Attack- James 
Lafferty,the executive director of the 
National Lawyers Guild of Los Angeles and 
the host of the "The Lawyers Guild Show" 
radio program, will speak Monday from 6 
to 8 p.m. in Chumash Auditorium.
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rep)orted problems.
“Two clubs out of tens of thousands 
of bars in the country,” Callavin said. 
“Two clubs suddenly (take) all club 
owners and puts them under the mag­
nifying glass. We’re probably one of 
the most vigilant cities that you could 
go to that a club could be in.”
Madden said he expects more clubs 
to be aware of their occupancy levels, 
especially after the Mardi Gras cele­
bration.
“I think after this weekend they will 
remember,” Madden said, “because a 
couple clubs have had to shut down 
their music while the announcement 
was made to reduce their load.”
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Fremont Theatre 541-2141
IN THE BIG FREMONT 
CHICAGO (PO-1S)
Fri 4:00 0:45 9:30 
S«t-Sun 1:15 4:00 0:45 9:30 
Mon-Thur 4:00 6:45 9:30
*OLD SCHOOL (R)
Fri 2:45 5:00 7:15 9:45 
Sat-Sun 12:30 2:45 5:00 7:15 9:45 
Mon-TtKir 2:45 5:00 7:15 9:45
ABOUT SCHMIDT (R)
FrI 3:00 6:00 9 « )
Sat-Sun 12:00 3tX) 6:00 9:00 
Mon-Thor 300 6 « ) 9:00
‘CRADLE 2 THE GRAVE (R)
Fri 3:15 0:15 9:15 
Sal-Sun 12:15 3:15 6:15 9:15 
Mon-Thur 3:15 6:15 9:15
I Downtown Centre Cinema I  546-8600 "
BRINGING DOWN THE HOUSE (PG-13) 
Fri 2:15 4:45 7:15 10«)
Sal-Sun 11:30 2 « ) 4:30 7 « ) 9:30 
Mon-Thur 2 « ) 4:30 7 « ) 9.30
*TEARS OF THE SUN (R)
Fri 330  6:30 9:45 
Sat-Sun 12:30 3:30 6:30 9 45 
Mon-Thur 3:30 6 30 9:45
THE UFE OF DAVID GALE (R)
Fri 3 « ) 6 « ) 9 « )
Sal-Sun 12«) 3 « ) 6 « ) 9 « ) 
Mon-Thur 3 « ) 6 « ) 9 « )
‘DAREDEVIL (PG-13)
Fri 2 30  4:30 730  9:30 
Sat-Sun 11:30 2 « ) 4:30 7 « ) 9:30 
Mon-Thur 2 « ) 4:30 7 30  9:30
LORD OF THE RINGS:
THE TWO TOWERS (PG-13)
Fri 4 00 8:00 
Sat-Sun 12«) 4:00 6:00 
Mon-Thur 4:00 8:00
JUNGLE BOOK 2 (Q)
Fri 3:15 5:15 7:15 
Sat-Sun 11:15 1:15 3:15 5:15 7:15 
Mon-Thur 3:15 5:15 7:15
SHANGHAI KNIGHTS (PG-13) 
Fri-Thur 9:40
HOW TO LOSE A GUY IN 10 DAYS
(PG-13)
Fri 2:00 4:40 7:M  10«)
Sal-Sun 11:20 230  4:40 7:30 10«) 
Mon-Thur 2:00 4:40 7:30 10«)
• NO GATS ACCEPTED
■ Student Discounts _available at both tbeaires ■ Times Valid 3/7-3/13 ■
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NationalBriefs
Dad, upset over son being bul­
lied, fatally shoots innocent teen
TAMPA, Fla. —  A man upset that 
his son was being bullied fired several 
shots into a crqwd of teenagers, killing 
a H-year-old bystander who had 
hoped to play with the other boy, 
police said.
Jabbar Anthony died Wednesday 
night after being shot in the chest. 
Witnesses said he collapsed across the 
street from his home and was held by 
his grieving mother as he gasp>ed for air. 
He died at a hospital.
Tyron Williams, 46, was charged 
with aggravated manslaughter of a 
child and was being held without bail.
“It had to be an accident,” said his 
uncle. Excell Williams.
Jabbar and his younger brother, 11- 
year-old Shabazz, had played with 
Williams’ son, Tyron, earlier 
Wednesday. They walked the few 
blocks to their friend’s house to play 
some more, but some other boys had 
gathered outside.
The senior Williams told everyone 
to leave, but some of the other boys 
stared at him, witnesses said. When 
they walked off, Williams jumped in 
his car and sped after them. Shabazz 
and Jabbar started walking home, only 
to come upon the group in the middle 
of a confrontation.
Federal judges attack core of 
cases in child pom crackdown
NEW YORK —  Two federal
judges have dealt a potentially crip­
pling blow to a nationwide Internet 
child pornography crackdown, saying 
the FBI recklessly misled judges to get 
search warrants that were used in 
making more than 100 arrests.
Constitutional safeguards cannot 
be relaxed just because “the crimes 
are repugnant,” said U.S. District 
Judge Denny Chin in New York as he 
dismissed evidence obtained against 
one defendant. Chin’s ruling, dated 
Wednesday, was publicly released 
Thursday.
U.S. District Judge Catherine 
Perry in St. Louis, throwing out evi­
dence against another defendant 
Thursday, said “false information was 
recklessly included in the search war­
rant application.”
Boxer calls for investigation 
into California gas price spike
LOS ANGELES —  Sen. Barbara 
Boxer called Thursday for a federal 
investigation into California’s soaring 
gasoline prices amid concerns the 
market is being manipulated in ways 
reminiscent of the power crisis that 
convulsed the state two years ago.
In a letter to U.S. Comptroller 
General David M. Walker, the 
California Democrat asked the 
General Accounting Office to look at 
news reports that oil companies are 
taking more refineries than normal 
off-line for maintenance. Such a 
move presumably would curtail the 
state’s gasoline supply and send prices 
spiraling upward.
“I am extremely concerned about 
the rising gasoline prices in the state 
of California and I call on you to 
investigate this situation, particularly 
with regard to the possible manipula­
tion of supply due to idle refineries,” 
Boxer wrote.
Boxer also sent letters to the state’s 
seven largest oil companies, asking 
for records that show how many 
hours their refineries were off-line 
over the last four months and during 
the same time period a year ago.
Severin Borenstein, director of the 
University of California Energy 
Institute, called Boxer’s move “pru­
dent.”
IntemationalBriefs
11 Palestinians killed in Israeli 
raid of Gaza camp
JABALIYA REFUGEE CAMP, 
Gaza Strip —  In the most intense 
battle in Gaza in months, an Israeli 
army raid left 11 Palestinians dead 
Thursday, including eight who wit­
nesses said were hit by an Israeli 
tank shell fired at a crowd. Israel 
insisted it targeted only armed men.
More than 140 Palestinians were 
hurt, 35 of them seriously, doctors 
said.
The crackdown at the Jabaliya 
refugee camp —  the largest and 
most heavily armed Palestinian 
shantytown —  came a day after a 
Palestinian suicide bomber killed 
14 Israelis and an American 
teenager on a bus in the Israeli port
city of Haifa.
Also Thursday, Israeli troops in 
the West Bank killed three 
Palestinians: a gunman, a 16-year- 
old boy and a 55-year-old mother of 
eight cutting grass for her sheep.
After nightfall Thursday, wit­
nesses said about 100 Israeli tanks 
and other military vehicles moved 
toward the Jabaliya camp again, sig­
naling the second large-scale incur­
sion in the area in as many days. 
The Israeli military would say only 
that an operation was in progress.
Man arrested in London park 
killing of American artist
LONDON —  Police arrested 
then released an 18-year-old man 
Thursday in connection with the 
slaying of an American jogger in an 
east London park.
Police apprehended the suspect 
at his home in the Hackney neigh­
borhood near Victoria Park, where 
the killing occurred, but released 
him about 10 hours later. He was 
ordered to report back to authori­
ties next month. Police said their 
investigation continued.
The man was not charged, and 
police did not release his name.
Scotland Yard declined to say 
whether his arrest resulted from 
their Monday reconstruction of the 
crime scene in the park at the time 
of 27-year-old Margaret Muller’s 
death.
Muller, a native of Falls Church, 
Va., moved.to Britain in 1998, and
studied and taught at the presti­
gious Slade School of Fine Art in 
London.
Air Algerie plane crashes in 
southern Algeria, killing 102
ALGIERS, Algeria —  An Air 
Algerie passenger jet, one of its 
engines ablaze, crashed shortly after 
takeoff deep in the Sahara Desert 
on Thursday, killing 102 people on 
board, the airline said. One person 
survived.
The Boeing 737, flight 6289, 
crashed after taking off from 
Tamanrasset bound for the 
Algerian capital, Algiers, 1,000 
miles to the north.
Terrorism was not suspected, said 
an airline spokesman, Hamid 
Hamdi.
“There was a mechanical prob­
lem on takeoff,” he said. “There is 
no element that leads us to think 
there was a terrorist attack.”
Witnesses at the Tamanrasset 
airport and airline officials said one 
of the plane’s two jet engines 
caught fire as it was taking off.
Seven French citizens were 
among the 97 passengers, the gov­
ernment APS news agency report­
ed. Hamdi said he knew of six 
Europeans aboard. The remaining 
passengers and six crew members 
were Algerians, he said.
Briefs compiled from The Associated 
Press wire service by Mustang Daily 
managing editor Malia Spencer.
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Bush won't leave Americans 
at'mercy of Iraqi dictator'
FirahÄtorthing*
NOW LEASING
for 2003 - 2004
Townhouse Apartments for Students F
Great Amenities...
♦Private Bedrooms ♦GPA Discounts 5% - 10%
♦9.5 and 11.5 Month Leases ♦Recreation Center ♦Weight Room 
♦Computer Lab w/ Free Internet ♦TV Lounge ♦Heated Pool
♦Close to Shopping ♦On City Bus Route ^24 Hour Staff
Tour a Furnished Model
Mon • Fri 9am • 5pm or Sat & Sun 10am - 2pm 
Call for an application or apply online at 
www.ValenciaApartments.coni
By Ron Fournier
AP W hite House Correspondent
W ASHINGTON —  President 
Bush, preparing the nation for the 
possibility of war, said Thursday night 
the United States will drive Saddam 
Hussein from power if it comes to war 
in Iraq — with or without suppiirt 
from France, Germany and other 
skeptical allies.
“I will not leave the American peo­
ple at the mercy of the Iraqi dictator 
and his weapons,” Bush said at a 
prime-time news conference.
Bush said he had not decided 
whether to invade Iraq but that it was 
only a matter of days before a U.N. 
Security Council vote on a U.S.- 
backed resolution authorizing force. 
He said the United States wants the 
Security Council to vote even if the 
resolution appears likely to fail.
“It’s time for people to show their 
cards and let people know where they 
stand in relation to Saddam.” France, 
Germany, Russia and China say they 
oppose such a resolution.
“Our mission is clear in Iraq,” the 
president said. “Should we have to go 
in, our mission is very clear: disarma­
ment. In order to disarm, it will mean 
regime change. I’m confident that 
we’ll be able to achieve that objective 
in a way that minimizes the loss of 
life.”
Bush said it was up to Saddam to 
avert war. “It’s his choice to make 
whether or not we go to war. He’s the 
person that can make the choice of 
war or peace. Thus far he’s made the 
wrong choice.”
The president’s news conference 
came on the eve of a crucial Security 
Council meeting. On Friday, chief 
weapx)ns inspector Hans Blix and his 
counterpart, Mohamed El Baradei, 
will report on Iraq’s measure of coop­
eration in eliminating its banned 
weapons. Their as.sessment could 
weigh heavily in determining the out­
come of the Security Council’s vote 
on a resolution to authorize force.
Intensifying his case against 
Saddam, Bush is considering a major 
address next week to explain the justi­
fication and risks of military conflict, 
aides said. The speech could include a 
final warning to Saddam while urging 
journalists and humanitarian workers 
to leave Iraq, they said.
But officials said the president is 
not inclined to set an 1 Ith-hour dead­
line for Iraq’s disarmament, fearing 
Saddam would use the grace period to 
further divide U.S. allies. They did 
not rule out the United States hack­
ing a British proposal that would give 
the Iraqi leader a few more days to dis­
arm. But aides acknowledged that the 
British proposal was unlikely to be a 
galvanizing force.
Bush has privately expressed friis- 
tration with Saddam’s ability to turn 
France and other allies against the res­
olution ju.st a few months after a simi­
lar measure passed 15-0 in the 
Security Council, aides said.
Bush answered questions for about 
40 minutes after making his case 
against Saddam in a 10-minute open­
ing statement in the East Room.
Asked how his faith was guiding 
him through these deliberations. Bush 
said: “1 pray daily, I pray for guidance 
and wisdom and strength.” He added 
that if he decides to send troops into 
war, “1 would pray for their safety and 
I would pray for the safety of innocent 
Iraqi lives as well.”
Bush, growing teary-eyed, said it 
was a “humbling experience” to know 
that people he’s never met “have lift­
ed me and my family up in prayer. It’s 
been a comforting feeling to know 
that.”
Turning to another foreign policy 
hot sptTt, Bush said the best way to 
deal with rising tensions with North 
Korea is to involve other nations in 
the region, such as China, South 
Korea, Japan and Russia.
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THEATER OF BLCX3D
His career ruined by bad reviews, 
an acror takes revenge on his critics by 
killing them off one by one in cxitra- 
geous reenactments of death scenes 
from Shakespeare plays. Does this 
scxind like a comedy, a horror movie 
or a tragic drama? The amazing thing 
abiHJt this film is that it is all three. 
Vincent Price is both hilariously 
hammy and genuinely poignant, 
engaging in a fencing match on tram­
polines in one scene and then later 
kunenting, like King Lear, the death 
of his daughter (superbly played by 
Diana Rigg). The critics’ death scenes 
ate both comically ingenious and seri- 
tHisly violent. There is more emotion 
behind the murders here than in the 
cleverly stylized killings of “The 
Akiminable Dr. Phibes” and “Dr. 
Phibes Rises Again” (two other 
Vincent Price films which are hij^ly 
recommended). Alternately amusing 
and appalling, trivial and grave, 
“Theater of Blotxl” oscillates between 
extremes much as Shakespeare him­
self does, making this film more of an 
homage than an insult to the Bard. 
Lwersofmovie music take note: The 
film boasts a majestic atul poignantly 
moving score. 1973; 102 min. color, 
rated R; VHS/DVD
Doug Keesey —  Cal Poly Film 
Professor
KCPR91.3
Film
^American’ captivates but is hard to relate to
By Stacee Dom ing
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
I’ve heard the expression “genera­
tion gap” before, but just brushed it 
off as a way to describe why my 
grandma doesn’t like rap music.
After seeing “The Quiet American” 
this term comes 
to mind, leaving yf----------------------- -------  ----- ---—
me unsure of the bockdrop o f war plays
films effective- t ./ r  y
ness to crowds of 0. crucidl w k  in the film ,
go through is heightened by the 
ongoing war. The backdrop of war 
plays a crucial role in the film, creat­
ing a serious tone and adding stun­
ning visuals of the cruelty that exists 
in wartime.
The film was entertaining, though 
it didn’t leave me with the urge to 
tell my friends to
all ages.
D i r e c t o r  
Phillip Noyce 
brings to life a 
Graham Greene
novel about a love triangle in war- 
torn Vietnam during the 1950s. The 
film is set in Saigon amidst the
creating a serious tone and 
adding stunning depictions 
o f  war-time cruelty.
Brendan Fraser plays an American doctor who 
goes to Vietnam to aid its people during the war.
French-lndochina War.
Michael Caine stars as Thomas 
Fowler, the film’s narrator and a 
British journalist who is coveting the 
war while he lives in Saigon with his 
Vietnamese lovet, Phoung. Caine 
meets American medical doctor 
Alden Pyle, played by Brendan 
Fra.ser, who says he has come to 
Vietnam to aid the Vietnamese peo­
ple. Pyle falls in love with Phoung, 
and a love triangle of deception and 
betrayal follows.
TTie Fowler character’s relation­
ships serve as the center of the film. 
TTie romantic anguish the characters
go and see it. My 
lack of amaze­
ment was due to 
the fact that 1 had 
no direct life 
experience to 
relate to the film.
As 1 looked 
around the the­
ater, 1 couldn’t help but notice that I 
was the youngest moviegoer by at 
least 15 years. 1 didn’t dislike the 
film, but 1 know it 
would have had 
larger impact on me 
if 1 had a personal 
experience with war 
to draw parallels to.
1 was shocked by 
the tremendous 
anti-American sen­
timent displayed in 
the film. Fraser, the 
film’s main
American charac­
ter, turns out to be 
deceitful and cal­
lous by the film’s 
end. Because of the 
wartime setting of 
this film, it was 
hard not to find 
striking similarities to our nation’s 
current situation with Iraq.
Fraser’s character endorses a war 
with the Vietname.se in order to stop 
communism, much like President 
Bush is pushing the American public 
for a war in the Middle East.
Thete is terrible irony in the fact 
the main American in the film aids 
in the execution of a savage act of 
terrorism on the Vietnamese people.
After doing a little background 
research, 1 found that because of this 
terrorist-like act in the film, 
Miramax chief Harvey Weinstein 
was hesitant to release this film in 
the wake of Sept. 11.
COURTESY PHOTO
Michael Caine plays Thomas Fowler, a British journalist cover­
ing the Vietnam war.
Michael Caine is nominated for 
an Oscar for his portrayal of Thomas 
Fowler. His performance was the 
dtive behind the movie. He convinc­
ingly piirtrays his character’s moral 
tangle between right and wrong with 
dramatic scenes filled with emotion 
and desire.
Caine’s performance was well bal-
left me easily predicting the rest of 
the story.
The film’s historical significance is 
undeniable. It gives a haunting look 
at why America entered the 
Vietnam War. Being too young to 
truly understand what the Vietnam 
War was, the film did give me a star­
tling glimpse of the terror the war
anced by Fraser, as both revealed the brought to the Vietnamese people.
COURTESY PHOTO
depth of theit acting abilities.
Caine may not walk away with a 
statue on Oscar night, but should be 
noted as a highlight of the film.
The film only ran 101 minutes, 
but its length was perfect. The actors 
were able to execute 
the plot line ade­
quately. If the film 
had tun longer, it 
would have lost 
some of its potency.
Directot Phillip 
Noyce (“Patriot 
Games” and “Clear 
&i Present Danger") 
rearranges the plot, 
putting the ending 
first and then play­
ing out the events 
that lead up to it. By 
showing the audi­
ence the ending 
first, it gave away 
the plot’s twist and
The acting was top notch, but the 
film probably leaves a better impres­
sion on people of older generations.
That’s code for “rent this one 
when you’te at your grandparents’ 
house.”
COURTESY PHOTO
Caine was nominated for an Oscar for his per­
formance in 'The Quiet American.'
CAL POLY SCIENCE MAJORS
I N T E R E S T E D  IN  A  C A R E E R  IN  B 1 0 -T E C H 7
GENENTECH
Information Session
Veranda B, Building 19
Monday, March 10, 2003 
5:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Don't miss the chance to find out about great CAREER  
OPPORTUNITIES and possibly be selected for interviews being 
held on campus on March 11^! Come enjoy cookies and drinks
and learn about careers in biotech.
Don't forget to bring your resume!
www.gene.com
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'Old School'schools others in comedy genre
By Meghan Nowakowski
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
“Old School” is a movie that reaf­
firms the obvious ... most men never 
want to grow up. It is also the type of 
movie that you have to go to and 
expect only one thing, to laugh.
From the same crew that brought 
us “Road Ttip,” “Old School" high­
lights three men in their 30s who 
believe their lives have become too 
ordinary.
Todd . Phillips directs Luke 
Wilson, Vince Vaughn and Will 
Ferrell in a film that reminds me a 
lot of “Animal House” and 
“Caddyshack.”
Mitch (Wilson), Beanie (Vaughn) 
and Frank (Ferrell) decide to create 
their own fraternity and allow young 
and old, educated and uneducated, 
to participate in the typical func­
tions.
The good thing about this 
movie is that it's a light' 
hearted laugh. The bad 
thing is it reminded me o f  
certain male friends o f  
mine.
The film works because of its tal­
ented cast, a fresh grouping of both 
Saturday Night Live talent and 
drama veterans.
Vaughn does an excellent job 
playing Beanie, a character strug­
gling with family life and the need to 
be a playboy. Beanie is a man who 
has made a fortune with a “Speaker 
City” empire, but feels trapped by his 
wife and two children. He’s a con­
flicted and funny character. He’s 
trained his son to cover his ears at
COURTESY PHOTO
Will
Will Ferrell, Luke Wilson and Vince Vaughn play men reluctant to 
become adults, choosing to embrace their inner adolescence 
instead.
the command “earmuffs,” 
before Beanie unleashes a slew 
of obscenities in front of his 4- 
year-old boy.
Ferrell’s transition to major 
motion pictures is as smooth as 
many of his SNL predecessors’.
His character starts out as a 
sensitive guy with a party-ani­
mal past. Ferrell does such an 
excellent job; it seems as 
though this role was actually 
created for him. 1 found myself 
enjoying his scenes the most, 
including a rather untimely 
rendition of “Dust in the wind” 
that left me laughing almost to 
the point of embarrassment.
M itch, a.k.a. “the 
Godfather,” is the character 
who the movie centers around.
It is his house that ultimately 
becomes the frat house, and 
though he is not too keen t>n 
the fraternity idea at first, it does not 
take much convincing from the 
other two to go along. Though 
Wilson did a great job, his character 
was not as funny as the other two. 
Too much time was wasted dealing 
with his relationships, excluding the 
opening scene where he catches his 
girlfriend watching hard-core porn 
and about to partake in a “gang 
bang.”
Though the plot had an excellent 
base, the movie did struggle to keep 
its main focus.
1 would have liked to see more 
scenes regarding the fraternity before 
their livelihood was put at stake. 
The comedic highlights were watch­
ing the older fraternity members, 
including 80-something war vet 
“Blue,” interact with the college stu­
dents. These characters desperately
I
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COURTESY PHOTO
Ferrell provides a bucketful of comic relief in 'Old School.'
“Old School” is one of those 
movies that in few years 1 will buy 
and add to my collection of classic 
1980s and ‘90s comedies that 1 rou­
tinely watch on video. Guest 
cameos that include Andy l^ick, a 
SniHip IXigg performance and Sean 
Williams Scott with an incredible 
mullet are hilarious.
The good thing about “Old 
School" is it’s extremely lighthearted 
and guaranteed t».i make you laugh.
The bad thing is that 1 found 
my.self thinking of specific male 
friends tif mine 1 could definitely .see 
this happening to, and as funny as 
that is, eventually it is going to have 
to happen. Like the characters in the 
movie, there will be a time when 
everyone will realize they arc going 
to have to grow up.
/ enjoyed Ferrell's scenes 
the most, including an 
untimely rendition o f 'Dust 
in the Wind.'
wanted to turn their boring lives 
into a party again. It .seemed as 
thiiugh each was going through a 
midlife crisis, no matter what their 
age was.
1 loved the wide variety of frater­
nity members, and wished nmre time 
would have been focused on them 
in.stead of some of the relationships 
that were introduced and seemed to 
serve no purpose at all. 1 came away 
wondering why some of the female 
characters even had a role in this 
movie.
Recipe of the Week
Sausage Jambalaya
1 lb sausage (turkey or lean 
meat)
1/2 cup onion diced 
1/2 cup green pepper diced 
1/2 cup celery, diced
1 Tbsp garlic minced 
3 cups water
1.5 cups rice, long grain
2 Tbsp extra virgin olive oil 
1/2 c tomato puree
2 bay leaves 
1 tsp black pepper 
I chicken bouillon cube 
salt to taste 
celery sprig
1. Dice sausage, onions, cel­
ery, and green pepper. Mince 
garlic.
2. Fry onion, garlic, celery 
and green pepper until onion is 
translucent.
3. Add rice and fry together 
for five minutes. Add tomato 
puree, hay leaves, pepper, chicken 
bouillon and water. Bring to a boil, 
cover and simmer until the rice is 
tender. Halfway through, taste and 
season with salt and cayenne pep­
per.
4. Arrange ori platter. Garnish 
with celery sprig.
' s r -
Candied Yams
4 red yams 
1 stick of soy butter 
1 tsp creme of coconut 
1/4 c each of sugar (brown 
and white)
1/4 tsp vanilla
1.5 tsp cinnamon
1.5 tsp nutmeg
Peel and cut yams into large 
cubes. Place in large saucepan. Add 
enough water to cover tops of 
yams. .Add cream of coconut, 
sugars, vanilla, 1 tsp cinna­
mon, 1 tsp nutmeg to pan. 
Mix. Simmer until yams ten­
der.
In oblong Pyrex, spoon in 
yam mixture, add juice left 
over halfway to top layer of 
yams. Sprinkle remianing dry 
ingredients and place under 
broiler for 10 to 15 minutes or 
until top layer darkens in color. 
Serve hot.
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Education should come first at colleges
University of California, Eferkeley, home of the famous “Free Speech Movement” that involved thousands of students and helped 
spark a decade of rebellion in the 1960s, is ironical­
ly attempting to ban im official student group.
The sanction came after hundreds of the 
Students for Justice in Palestine (SJP) occupied a 
building and demanded a meeting with the school
chancellor to forceCommentary e^ university to
stop investing in 
and supporting Israel. UC Berkeley pwlice dragged 
the students out of the building, arrested 79, threat­
ened student disciplinary actions and then banned
SJP.
The interdiction meant SJP had its privileges as 
a student group suspended and it cannot have lit­
erature tables or hold rallies on campus.
The UC Berkeley administration sent out a let­
ter to justify their actions, claiming because “class­
es were disrupted ... this was no longer a matter of 
free speech but rather a violation of the mission of 
the university.”
Noura Erekat, a an SJP spokeswoman, said, 
“Suspending SJP is tantamount to a gag order and 
a suspension of our group’s civil liberties, including 
the right to sp^ eak, to assemble fpeely and to dis­
tribute literature, and that threatening its members 
with suspension is a veiled threat against all 
activists on Berkeley’s campus.”
One student wrote a letter complaining about 
the difficulty he had getting to his class that day.
“We might have made getting to classes incon­
venient,” Erekat said. “But at the same time, we 
improved education on campus because we were 
pushing forward with information that is being 
censored in our mainstream media. So in fact, 
when they say we obstructed access to education, 
we were promoting it. And where else can you do 
that except on campuses? Isn’t that why we’re here 
on campus r’
Another student pointed out that for the uni­
versity to say they support free speech but not dis- 
mption is hypocritical: “How did they even get the 
right to free speech? They had to have civil dis­
obedience.”
Just what kind of “disruption” went on that day?
A Cal student told an interesting story about 
what happened in one of the disrupted classes:
“A person in my house is taking one of the big 
classes that supposedly got disrupted,” the student 
said. “She told me that the students heard people 
chanting outside of the classroom, and the profes­
sor asked ‘Who wants class to continuer and two
Bbcking students from going to class andjor drowning out the voices o f  
professors is not exercising the sacred right o f  free speech.
people raised their hands out of 500 or so. And he 
told them ‘we’re a science class,’ and oftentimes 
scientists get all caught up in physics or whatever, 
disconnected from all the things going on around 
us. So 1 want you to go talk to these people and 
find out what they’re about.”
Sounds like a disruption 1 would have taken 
advantage of, too. Did 1 mention this incident 
took place last April?
Since, SJP has refused to be silenced. In defi­
ance of the ban, they have continued to set up 
tables and organize protests on campus. And they 
have called on other campus groups to put signs on 
their literature tables that say, “we are all students 
for justice in Palestine,” as a form of mass resistance 
and civil disobedience against the ban.
UC Berkeley has its hands full with this one as 
it tries to continue to shine as a protector of free­
dom of speech. The issue is, exactly where does 
students’ right to protest cross the line with stu­
dents’ right to learn without obstmction?
Well, the hearings were held recently and the
Daily Californian, UC Berkeley’s newspaper, 
reported that no precedent was set. In a staff edi­
torial, they urged the university to modify its 
Student Code of Conduct to clarify the penalties 
for disrupting class.
While 1 am all for freedom of speech, protestors 
must realize that the power of their demonstration 
rests on whether participants have a choice in 
their opposing views. The whole purpose for their 
demonstration is unproductive when people are 
forced into it.
Blocking students from going to class and/or 
drowning out the voices of professors is not exer­
cising the sacred right of free speech. If, in fact, this 
is what happened, then the participating SJP 
members were in definite violation of smdents’ 
most fundamental right -  the right to an educa­
tion -  and should be punished or banned accord­
ingly.
William Reitz is a journalism senior and Mustang 
Daily staff writer.
Letters to the editor
Tile repair not to blame for Columbia 
tragedy
Editor,
A1 Adaschik’s letter “N ASA officials owe explanation for 
Columbia tragedy” (Feb. 27) referred to a N ational 
Geographic article illustrating the idea of in-orbit space 
shuttle tile-repair. This article is far less revolutionary than 
we are lead to believe. The article points out that losing cer­
tain heat shield tiles could threaten the successful re-entry of 
the orbiter. This is absolutely true, and though the investi­
gation is just beginning, it may very well have been respon­
sible for Columbia’s Feb.l breakup.
To blame NASA for not providing this mission with tile- 
repair equipment, as Adaschik did, is foolish. This was a sci­
entific flight that did not carry with it an airlock, EVA suits 
or any of the equipment required for in-orbit tile repair. 
Theoretically, missions could be made slightly safer by filling 
shuttle cargo-bays with replacement tiles, airlocks, suits, 
etc., but what would you have then? No room left to perform 
any science. Such repair also poses serious threats to the 
space walker, and may actually do more harm than good. 
NASA weighed the risks and concluded that tile repair was 
not practical.
Adaschik began his letter by stating his unawareness of 
any media coverage of in-orbit tile repair. Maybe he should 
have put down the 22-year-old National Geographic and 
picked up a week-old newspaper: The Feb. 20 issue of The 
Tribune ran a great front page story about a Los Osos engi­
neer who developed in-flight tile repair equipment, and 
explains exactly why such equipment was not adopted by 
NASA for shuttle flights.
incarnate himself into a 100-foot tall man with a giant 30- 
foot mullet? (If that’s not godly, 1 don’t know what is).
A five-minute talk would pretty much resolve all the cur­
rent and historic problems between Muslims, Christians and 
Jews (as well as convert billions of others). Then we could 
all be happily loved by God and we can all do little humble 
things all day long to show that we love him and our fellow 
man. It almost seems too easy of a solution.
Brian Abert is a biology Junior.
Easy solution to religious debate 
Editor,
This is in response to Sara Stovall’s letter “Don’t take 
debate so seriously” and various “Jesus loves you” letters 
(March 3). W hether it’s true or not that Jesus loves me, 1 
think persuasion on part of the Christians would he better 
achieved if they started with the existence of God. 
Something that 1 just cannot comprehend is that God is 
omni-everything, and yet, for 2000-plus years he has 
remained a mystery. If he loves us (and I’m assuming part of 
loving us is not wanting us to go to hell for eternity for not 
believing in him), then wouldn’t the easy thing be to like ...
Mark Roberts is an earth sciences freshman.
Church-State separation not in the 
Constitution
Editor,
1 couldn’t help but notice something interesting in what 
Abbey Kingdon said in her commentary (“Proposal clouds 
line between church and state,” March 3). In fact, the con­
tent of her article was good; I agree with her. But there was 
just a little phrase that bugs the crap out of me: “Separation 
of church and state.” Did you know that this phrase isn’t 
even in the Constitution? Yeah, 'it ain’t there. If you don’t 
believe me, look for yourself. You won’t find it.
Yet, somehow 1 hear it all the time. What most people are 
actually referring to is Article I of the amendments, where it 
says that Congress can’t outlaw a religion. I cannot tell you 
how many times I have heard that phrase misused and taken 
out of context. From my research, I found out the phrase 
came from a Supreme Court judge talking about Article I.
I don’t know how Americans have taken it for granted 
that it is in the Constitution. I wonder how many “constitu­
tional" phrases are out there that we Americans take as 
given. Research the facts for yourselves; don’t just blindly 
follow.
sive. An action such as this would imply that the United 
States stands for racism and genocide.
But I ask, what is so offensive about the United States 
standing for peace or for considering non-violent resolutions 
before turning to pre-emptive war?
Cleek’s second accusation was that the rally participants 
disrespected the altered flag by placing it on the ground. 1 
would agree with him that it is disrespectful to place an 
American flag on the ground. However, when Cleek claimed 
that it was unjust to alter the American flag by removing the 
stars and replacing them with a peace sign, he had to accept 
that it was not a true American flag anymore. And if it were 
not a true American flag, the members of the rally could not 
have disrespected the American flag by placing the “peace 
flag” on the ground.
In his letter, Cleek himself admits that he avoided the 
actual issue that bothered him. Cleek shouldn’t resort to 
contradictory finger pointing in a failure to examine the real 
issues.
Mike Eng is a psychology junior.
Matthew Rayhbuck is a civil engineering sophomore.
Argument against peace flag has no basis 
Editor,
Peter Cleek’s letter, “Flag mistreated at peace rally” (Feb. 
26), contained one glaring contradiction. Cleek claimed 
that participants in the peace rally disrespected the 
American flag in two ways. The first alleged injustice to the 
American flag was that the stars were replaced with a peace 
sign, which is questionable to me. If someone replaced the 
stars with a swastika, I could see how that would be offen­
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Airport security for those without hearing
By Alexa Ratcliffe
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Between making sure a suitcase 
is properly packed and arriving 
early enough to get through the 
many security checkpoints, there is 
no doubt that going to the airport 
can he stressful.
When deaf people travel, they 
have to deal with all of the ordi­
nary stresses on top of not being 
able to hear a single thing.
Rosalee Wolfe, a professor of 
computer science, telecommunica­
tions and information systems at 
DePaul University, will present a 
lecture titled “Improving 
Accessibility of Airport Security 
For the D eaf’ today from 4 to 5 
p.m. in the Erhart Agriculture 
Building, room 124.
The lecture will describe the 
many challenges and considera­
tions that go into building a system 
that translates spoken and written 
English into a three-dimensional 
type of anim ation that depicts 
American Sign Language (A SL).
Wolfe is currently a part of the 
A SL Project at DePaul that is 
working on the development of an 
automated synthesizer that will 
make much more information 
accessible to deaf people in every­
day situations such as classrooms, 
meetings and public venues.
Another member of the 15-mem­
ber ASL Project team, Mary Jo 
David.son, said that the need for 
the synthesizer arose because ASL 
translators are in high demand 
across the country. Translators are
not always available, which can 
make comm unication between 
hearing and deaf people non-exis­
tent.
The ASL Web site stated the 
importance of making new techno­
logical advancements to help deaf 
people, since ASL is the fourth 
most used language in the United 
States.
“It’s pretty interesting stuff when 
you take computers and really ven­
ture out into the social realm of 
communication,’’ computer science 
professor Clark Turner said. “We 
are pretty excited to have her 
(W olfe) here.’’
Wolfe’s lecture is free and is open 
to the public. For more informa­
tion, contact the computer science 
department at 756-2824.
Donation helps future bilingual educators
By Ashlee Bodenhamer
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
A recent donation of more than 
$2 ,000 by the Latino Outreach 
Council of San Luis Obispo will 
benefit Cal Poly students preparing 
for careers as bilingual educators.
The gift was made to the David 
Sanchez Memorial Scholarship, a 
fund created to commemorate the 
life of Sanchez, who was head of 
the Cal Poly Ethnic Studies 
Department before his death in 
1998.
The council, formed in 1992, is 
“dedicated to facilitating the equal 
and full participation of all mem­
bers of the Latino community in 
the activities and affairs of the 
county,” said Carol Pendergast, 
advancement director for the 
University Center of Teacher 
Education.
The donation enabled the schol­
arship to reach its $10,000 thresh­
old, the minimum requirement for 
an endowed scholarship to become 
active, Pendergast said.
In an endowed scholarship.
‘7 t will hopefully encourage more people to join the 
teaching field. ”
Thomas Razo
president of La Comisión Estudiantil
money is invested and recycled. A 
percentage of the money made as 
an income from the investment is 
then distributed to students.
Before serving 23 years at Cal 
Poly, Sanchez worked as a special 
education teacher. He also served 
as the director of San Luis Obispo’s 
Head Start program, and taught 
migrant education, citizenship 
classes and English as a Second 
Language (ESL).
“He dedicated his entire life to 
helping children and families in 
need,” Santa Maria Municipal 
Court Judge Rojelio Flores told the 
Santa Maria Times in 1998, at the 
time of Sanchez’ death.
Thomas Razo, president of La 
Comisión Estudiantil, a body of 
representatives from Cal Poly 
C hicano, Latino and Hispanic 
clubs, said he is excited about the
donation because it furthers bilin­
gual education.
“It will hopefully encourage 
more people to join the teaching 
field,” Razo said.
Razo, who has volunteered in 
bilingual programs at Bishop’s Peak 
Elementary in San Luis Obispo, 
said the students he tutored were 
consistently two to three levels 
behind the native English speakers.
Due to a shortage of bilingual 
teachers, schools are forced to cre­
ate expensive programs, a luxury 
that may be forfeited if Governor 
Davis’ proposed budget cuts pass.
Razo has witnessed firsthand th t 
success of a bilingual education, as 
his mother is a bilingual educator. 
Her Spanish-speaking students are 
all fluent by the time they reach 
high school, Razo said.
Classified Advertising
G raphic A rts Bu ild ing , Room 226 Cal Po ly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 ( 805)  756-1143
H e l p  W a n t e d
Port San Luis Harbor is 
hiring Lifaguards for Aviia 
Boach.
High school grad with cur> 
rant First Aid and CPR. 
Obtain apps at Harbor 
Offica, Piar Thraa. Avila 
Baach. Closa data 4/3/03. 
For more info, call 595-5425.
E m p l o y m e n t
Day camps seek Summer Staff 
Residing in or near the San 
Fernando/Conejo Valleys 
You can earn $2800 - $3500 + 
Spend your summer outdoors 
working with children!
888-784-CAMP
www.workatcamp.com
E m p l o y m e n t
Beach Lifeguards/ Jr. Lifeguard 
Instructors/ Jr. Lifeguard Aides 
City Morro Bay; Summer p/t hrs;
LG’s  & Instructors: $10.00- 
11.00/hr., patrol beach & safety of 
public, teach jr. guard program; 
Aides: $7.95-8.44/hr, assist jr. 
guard instructors; current Title 22, 
C P R  for Professional resver. Red 
Cross Basic Lifeguard certs req for 
all positions; Apply 595 Harbor, 
772-6207 by Friday, April 4, 2003.
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS 
HEEDED
No experience necessary!! 
Earn up to $150- $450/day!! 
Call for immediate exposure: 
1-888-820-0164 ext. 950
SUMMER CAMPS
www.daycampjobs.com
E m p l o y m e n t  I A n n o u n c e m e n t s  I R e n t a l  H o u s i n g
Resident Summer camp for 
children 7-14
Now hiring camp counselors. 
Located near Lake Tahoe. Looking 
for responsible, enthusiastic 
individuals who enjoy working 
with children. Competitive salary. 
Great work environment. For more 
information call 530-274-9577
Christi,
Happy 1 Month!
I wouldn’t trade the time I spend 
with you for anything in the world. 
Love,
Leon
23 year old disabled male 
I am a college student looking for 
part-time on the weekends and 
some weekdays. Hours are 
flexible. Call 805-543-2526 and 
leave a message.
A n n o u n c e m e n t s  I H o m e s  F o r  S a l e
Green Party of S L ü  
Meets 1 St Sunday of each 
month
www.slo.greens.org 544-1580
Houses and condos for sale 
For a free list of all houses and 
condos for sale in SLO  call Nelson 
Real Estate 546-1990 or email 
steve@slohomes.com
60 Casa St.
Townhouses. Now taking 
applications for Sept. 10. 
Non-smoker, quiet, no pets. 
Call Bea 543-7555
Don’t miss out on your choice of 
housing for the 2003 - 2004 school 
year. 1 and 2 bedrooms available. 
www.slorentals.com
F o r  S a l e
Brand new 10” Bazooka Dual 
Voice Coil Bass Tube 
If you like to feel bass then this 
is for you!!! Feel the boom!!!
R S  Series $120.00 O BO  M SR P  
$279.00. Fits all vehicles mounting 
hardware included. Talk to Andrew: 
805-305-0354
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Economic Reality for Mustang Athletics
Budget crisis hits home for Poly
i r .
TT
A". .1
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The Cal Poly Athletic Department expects to feel the 
weight of the state budget crisis.
►Athletic Dept.expects to lose 
10 percent of funding, but A.D. 
says no sports will be cut
By Sean Martin
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
The athletic department is used to dealing 
with wins and losses. Now it faces a battle 
that can’t be won: The state budget.
State budget cuts will force the department 
to tighten its belt, but there are no plans to 
cut any of the school’s current NCAA teams.
No one knows for sure how much of a cut 
Cal Poly athletics will have to take, but it is 
estimated the state will reduce their funding 
from 8 to 10 percent, athletic director John 
McCutcheon said.
When combined with a lower-than- 
expected enrollment —  which means less 
money from student fees for athletics —  and 
an increase in tuition, which increases the 
amount paid in scholarships, McCutcheon 
said the department expects to be without 
$140,000 to $160,000.
The department has a hierarchy of areas to 
cut in times like this, McCutcheon said.
First are administrative areas, or office 
costs. Things such as administrative travel or 
salaries would be first to be affected. Next are 
support areas, like interns and temporary 
workers. McCutcheon called these workers 
necessary to the department, but they are a 
sacrifice that would have to be made in tough 
times. The final area to be affected is sport- 
operating budgets because “they are lean 
already,’’ he said.
“We are going to do everything we can to 
make any cuts transparent to the student-ath­
lete,” McCutcheon said. “We don’t want to 
do anything that would jeopardize their expe­
rience.”
The department also has ways to raise 
money to offset losses from budget cuts. They 
can search out new venues for fund-raising 
and donations, something they do constantly 
anyways, McCutcheon said, or delay hiring
when there are openings in the department.
He said finding new donations will be hard, 
however, because people are worried about 
their own financial security right now and 
not as willing to give.
The football team also added a game 
against the University of Texas-El Paso to get 
more money for the athletic department. 
That game should bring in $100,000.
The cuts also mean the athletic depart­
ment cannot go forward with several goals. It 
wanted to start providing funding to men’s 
and women’s golf. BtTth came to fruition in 
2000 because they are funded from outside 
sources, McCutcheon said.
He also said several programs will not be 
able to increase their amount of scholarships 
to the maximum number allowed under 
NCAA rules, as was hoped. These programs 
are track, men’s soccer and swimming.
The department also started to make 
improvements to its sports medicine offerings, 
but that progress may have to be ceased, 
McCutcheon said.
There’s no risk at this point of any Cal Poly 
teams being eliminated, he said.
“It would have to get to the point where 
we’re compromising the experience of our 
athletes or out competitive levels relative to 
similar schools that we would UxTk at our 
sptirt offerings,” he said.
Teams should be fine if they can keep 
scholarships. If operating budgets are cut, 
there are ways around it, either by cutting one 
or two trips or staying at a parent’s home 
instead of a motel, women’s tennis coach 
Hugh Bream said.
Teams will just have to roll with the 
punches in a time like this, men’s soccer 
coach Wolfgang Gartner said.
“You have to deal with reality,” he said. 
“Everyone has to do the best with what cuts 
there are. We have to deal with the cards that 
are dealt. That is part of what athletics teach­
es you, how to overcome. This is something 
everyone is going to have to deal with. 
(Budget cuts) are affecting every aspect of life 
in the state right now.”
Cal Poly Basketball
Let the Mott Mania extend to women in finale
While the men are away, the women stay home and
It sounds like the plot for a Suixlay 
night Cinemax films, but it is also 
how Big West Conference basketball 
play works.
So while the men are navigating 
their way through 
Orange County, thewomen’s squad gets to 
close out its season at 
home against the Cal State Fullerton 
Titans.
Kari Duperron and Co. will be the 
only game in town Saturday night, 
but if prior experience means any­
thing, there will be more people 
inside Mother’s Tavern than Mott 
Gym at 7 p.m.
Keep your mind off the bars and 
hou.se parties for two hours, though. 
They can wait. Mardi Gras should 
have been enough party to keep the 
student body at rest until spring quar­
ter, or at least 9 p.m. Saturday, when 
the final buzzer sounds on the regular 
.season. Now would be a gixxl time to 
detoxify, anyway, before the campus 
develops a collective beer gut just in 
time for .swimsuit season.
Commentary
The Mott Maniacs definitely need 
to show up in full force, not only to 
show the lengths they will go for their 
school, but for a little practice, too.
It is only three games into the 
movement and already the wave of 
momentum is starting to crest. The 
Maniacs were ready to be institution­
alized after the men 
beat U C Santa
Barbara, but the crazi­
ness turned into senili­
ty last Saturday versus Long Beach 
State. The lights were on, but nobexJy 
was h(Tme as the crowd of more than 
3,0(X) stared blankly as the Mustangs 
sent the 49ers scurrying back to the 
LBC (emphasis on the L) with their 
tails between their legs.
Now the women are the ones in 
need of some help out of the (name 
T B A ) cheering section. The 
Mustangs are coming off a tough road 
stretch against conference power­
houses Long Beach State, UC Irvine 
and UC Santa Barbara and now they 
need to finish off the .season with 
some W ’s for more than just pride’s 
sake.
In the sardine can that is the Big 
West, the Mustangs could find them­
selves anywhere between the fifth
and eighth seeding heading into the 
conference tournament. A couple of 
wins would go far in allowing them to 
bypass the death sentence that is a 
first-round matchup with the 13-1 
Gauchos.
Saturday night is Senior Night, 
too. The truly devoted would come 
pay homage to students who have 
devoted their higher learning experi­
ence to Cal Poly athletics, and so 
should you. A large, rowdy crowd 
cheering the squad to victory would 
be the best sendoff I’m sure any of 
them could think of. They deserve it 
for all the hard work they have put in 
to get the privilege of wearing “Cal 
Poly” on their jersey.
This group of graduates is no 
slouch either. Megan Turner, Heather 
journey and Duperron will say good­
bye to Mott Gym after the game 
against the Titans.
LXiperron is the team’s ftixir gener­
al. She leads the team in points (11.0 
per game), steals (2.5) and assists 
(2.7), and is the one name on the 
team most people recognize.
This could be the first of two senior 
night celebrations for Turner. The 
reserve guard is seeking a medical 
extension from the NCAA after
needing more medical attention dur­
ing her career than a hypochondriac. 
She would be allowed to suit up again 
next season if the NCAA sides with 
her.
Heather journey rounds out the 
triumvirate. The 6-foot-2-inch 
journey, a starter in 23 of the team’s 
24 games this season, was a good 
inside force to complement the 
Mustangs’ outside game. She was 
third on the team in scoring and 
rebounding this season.
Showing up on Saturday night 
would be doing yourself, and the 
team, a favor. Going to the game 
would save you the trouble of whin­
ing, “There’s nothing to do in San 
Luis.” Here’s that untapped restiurce 
of fun you’ve all been looking for.
For those quick to say women’s bas­
ketball is boring, place this in your 
pipe and smoke it. The women’s team 
is averaging 62.7 ptYints per game, 
only five fewer than the men.
Mott Gym closes its doors for a 
year after Saturday night; leave it still 
shaking when they crack open the 
locks for next season.
Sean Martin is a journalism junior 
and Mustang Daily staff writer.
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M £ K 'S  LACROSSe
' ' • W a s h i n g t o n
T8
1
M E N 'S  LAGROSSl: 23
' ' • s i m ó n  f r a s i e r  i i
M E N 'S  LACROSSE 
' ' “  O r e g o n
7/
8
RLIGS^'
' ' •  u c i a
32
0
WOMEN'S WCRCSSfli
' ' •  u c I a
HI!
6
S Ü F îlA u i
' ' • n e v a d a 1
SCHEDULE 1
W  WATER POLO.
' ' • r e g i o n a l s
sat -sun., mar 8-9 
®  fresno
W. \A,(ATER’ POLO wed., mar. 12, 7:30 p.m. 
' ' • n o t r e  d a m e  ©caipoiy
W, BASjtKTBALl,.
' ' • u c  r i v e r s i d e
thurs, mar. 6,7 p.m. 
®  cal poly
W. BASKETBAL i.
' ' • c s  f u l l e r t o n
sat., mar 8 ,7  p.m. 
®  cal poly
\0XJMEN'STq«NiS 
' ' •  U C  d a v i s
fri., mar. 7 ,1 :30 p.m. 
®  uc davis
WOMEW? TENNIS
' ' • p a c i f i c
sat., mar. 8,1 p.m. 
®  pacific
TRACK AND H BiO
' ' • a l l - c o m e r s
sun., mar 9 
®  Stanford
MEN'S (qOLF
' ' • s a c  i n v i t e
sun.-mon., mar 9-10 
®  Sacram ento
SOFTBALL thurs sat., mar 6-8
''•fresno tourney ®tresnost
STATS
By the numbers
Number of baserun- 
ners allowed by Cal 
Poly softball pitcher 
Jamie Gelbart in 
Sunday's 2-1 win 
against Nevada-Reno.
Gelbart scattered 
three hits and one run 
in the complete-game 
victory. She struck 
out five and didn't 
walk a batter.
TRIVIA
today's question
j  Two of Walter Payton'sI records were broken last year.
One was the rushing record.
I What was the other,
i and who broke it?
Submit answers to: Jl/ackso&calpoly.edu
Thiirsd.iy s (piestion
W ho's the N B A 's  all-time 
leader in blocks per game?
m r m m n n i m w
Congratulations Jason Aranas, Tristan 
'Trivia All-Star" Negranti, Shayan "S- 
Bomb'Kamkar, Michelle Purdom, Mike 
Chapman. Buck Beckerl
Sports editor Jacob Jackson can 
be reached at 756-1796 or jljack- 
so@calpoly.edu.
